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mobile app
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Ritz-Carlton's  ((Chime)) mobile app

 
By NANCY BUCKLEY

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company is enhancing its event services with a mobile application
designed to assist meeting and event planners with the details involved with scheduling
a function at a property.

The app, ((Chime)), gives meeting planners a way to communicate with the Ritz-Carlton
while organizing the fine details such as food and beverage choices, audio visual
requests, in-room temperature and more. The ease of throwing an event through this app
will likely entice more companies to hold conferences and meetings at Ritz-Carlton
properties.

“Whether a wedding, corporate meeting or incentive event, ((Chime)) will increase
communication efficiency with our clients,” said Steven Holt, regional director of public
relations at The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company. “The Ladies and Gentlemen will be better
able to anticipate and fulfill our guests’ needs.”

Looking for more
While running a meeting or event, leaving the room to find venue staff is  sometimes
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nearly impossible. ((Chime)) allows organizers an opportunity to request needs
immediately and efficiently from their phones or tablets.

If the meeting needs more chairs or beverages, or if the temperature is uncomfortable, the
event planner can request the change on the app and Ritz-Carlton will solve the problem.

The application is sent to the event planner by the host hotel three days prior to an event to
make any last minute changes. ((Chime)) is available in 20 different languages and can
be used on all Web-enabled devices.

Embedded Video: https://www.youtube.com/embed/hUhuiOC_KFU

((Chime))

With a drop down menu and comment section, event planners can make specific
demands. Also, a chat appears from the hotel’s staff to ask any questions or affirm the
request.

A social video was created to explain the app. It features playful music and a brief
demonstration of the app’s features.

Event ease
Other hotels have focused on assisting event planners to entice companies through the
ease and efficiency of the hotel's organizing.

For example, Four Seasons Hotel Sydney launched an independent Web site to facilitates
event planners.

The Web site is joined by a competition that encourages event planners to interact with the
hotel and Web site. Having this separate site for events will help organize and explain
events at the hotel and will likely elevate Four Seasons Sydney standing among event
planners (see story).

Ritz-Carlton has previously ran campaigns for event planners. In 2011, it looked to ward-
off the general fall slowdown that plagues many luxury hotels with a event- and meeting-
oriented promotion.

The new endeavor offered a large amount of Ritz-Carlton bonus reward points when
consumers book a meeting, event or conference at any of the hotel properties. Given the
general lull after summer traveling comes to an end, this is most likely a good way for
Ritz-Carlton to help maintain guests (see story).

A fast-pace, reactive app will appeal to tech-savvy event planners looking to make their
special day perfect.

“((Chime)) empowers event planners in real-time, leveraging mobile technology to
enhance service delivery by The Ritz-Carlton around the world,” Mr. Holt said.

Final Take
Nancy Buckley, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York 
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